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1 Regular text

As you may have guessed, since the percentage sign defines comments, we

need to use a special command to get an actual percentage sign: %. There

are actually several special characters:

%, #, $, &, {, }, _, \, ~, ^

The verbatim environment lets you write anything you want and have it

appear exactly as you wrote it, but in a typewriter-type font. This is useful

for including code. The ampersand is used in making tables and other arrays,

braces in containing commands, underscore to give subscripts, carrot to give

superscripts, a tilde produces a non-breaking space that keeps two words

together (so that, for example “Table 2” appears on the same line as opposed

to “Table [line break] 2”), and the pound sign is used to define commands.

To get the first seven of these symbols, just preface them by a backslash.
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Notice that, no matter how many lines I leave blank, only a new, indented

paragraph begins immediately. We can put in a four-line space by using

vspace with 4 times 12 points.

Also, LATEXuses different “open quotes” and “end quotes” (the former are

on the tilde button and the latter are apostrophes). Footnotes are very easy

to produce.1

1.1 Tables

You will find that you use tables quite a bit in LATEXand they turn out quite

nice. To create the table, notice how & defines the column breaks and the

Table 1: Available font styles

Normal The quick brown fox . . .
Bold The quack’s brown sox . . .
Italic The fixed crown box . . .
Small caps The clown flick’s loss . . .
Typewriter Yada, yada, yada.

double-backslashes define row breaks. You should not break after the last line

of the table or else you will get too much space after your table. Notice that

changing where the label and caption part are located moves them relative

to your table; compare Table 1 to Table 2.

1They sure are!
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Tables sometimes create messy numeric alignments, especially if you want

to indicate significance. Compare columns 1 and 2 versus 3/4 of Table 2.

There are two types of listing environments:

Bad Good
100.00*** 100.00*** 100.00***
-4.35* -4.35* -4.35*
0.27 0.27 0.27

Table 2: Decimals in tables

• itemize

• enumerate.

Restated, there are two types of listing environments:

1. itemize

We saw an example of itemize above.

2. enumerate.

There’s an example of enumerate with the handy resume call.

2 Math

If you want to produce a one-line mathematical expression, use the displaymath

environment:

Y = Xβ.
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Note that any Greek letter can be produced by writing its name after a

backslash; a capitalized name gives the capital version of that letter:

Var(β) =
X ′ΩX

N
.

Note the use of standard text, creation of a fraction by using frac{numerator}
{denominator}, and a prime superscript by using a carrot and the prime

symbol.

If you have a sequence of formulae, use the align environment:2

min
β̂

(Y −Xβ̂)2

⇒ 2X ′(Y −Xβ̂) = 0

X ′Y = X ′Xβ̂

β̂ = (X ′X)
−1
X ′Y

Notice that the equations are centered on the location of the ampersand and

lines are broken with double-backslashes, as expected. We can use hat to put

a hat on a variable; bar and tilde can be used in a similar fashion. Also,

when a superscript (or a subscript) has more than one character/symbol,

you should enclose it in braces. The use of left and right prefacing the

parentheses let these forms be flexible to fit what is inside, which is important

when you have fractions, super- or subscripts, or groupings inside groupings.

You can use these commands before brackets and braces as well. Compare:

(
∑

i∈1,...,N

(Yi −Xib)
2)( ∑

i∈1,...,N

(Yi −Xib)
2

)
2The “*” indicates that the equations will not be numbered. Omitting the asterisk will

number the lines.
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The underbrace is also a nice command:√
p(1− p).︸ ︷︷ ︸

Standard deviation of a Bernoulli

You will also want to use spaces in equations using quad and a semicolon:

Pr [Ui ≥ Uj ∀ j 6= i] Ui Unif[0, 1].

Also notice the use of neq (for not equal to), forall (the “for all” sign), and

geq for greater-than-or-equal-to (I bet that you can’t guess what the less

than version would be. . . ).

3 Advanced topics

Here is some code that I have used in papers that you might want to see
examples of.

3.1 Subtables

If you want to separate tables under one caption.3

3.2 Subequations

If you want to have different lines of an equation numbered as subparts.

Sfxx = Swxx + Sbxx (1a)

Sfxy = Swxy + Sbxy. (1b)

3Note that I made this table before I learned about the “good” table technique that I
showed above.
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Table 3: OLS estimates

(a) Effect of education on imprisonment

Whites Blacks
All ages -0.078** -0.298**

(0.002) (0.012)
60 or younger -0.095** -0.364**

(0.002) (0.014)
45 or younger -0.139** -0.547**

(0.004) (0.019)
30 or younger -0.238** -0.917**

(0.007) (0.028)

(b) Effect of education on wages

Whites Blacks
All ages 0.052** 0.051**

(0.000) (0.001)
60 or younger 0.052** 0.053**

(0.001) (0.001)
45 or younger 0.045** 0.056**

(0.001) (0.001)
30 or younger 0.020** 0.052**

(0.001) (0.001)

Notes: Parameters for the incarceration regressions are in percentage terms. For all re-
gressions, standard errors are clustered by state-year and appear in parentheses. Two
stars indicate significance at the 1% level.
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